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edito 

acest număr al revistei intermedia este this issue of the intermedia is conceived as a ce numero de la revue intermedia est 

construit ca un catalog post festum, post festum catalog, synthetically reflecting construit comme un catalogue post festum, 

reflectînd sintetic două evenimente twomultimediaeventshavingtakenplaceat qui reflete synthet iquement deux 

multimediale care s-au petrecut la muzeul the arad art museum on the 15'" and 16'" of evenements multimedia ayant ete lieu au 
musee d'art d'arad le 15 et le 16 novembre 

de artă din arad în zilele de 15 şi 16 november 2002, organized by the kinema 
2002, evenements organises par le groupe 

noiembrie 2002, organizate de către grupul ikon group in partnership with the arad kinema ikon, avec le soutien du centre 

kinema ikon în parteneriat cu centrul cultural cultural center: culturel d'arad: 

judeţean arad: _ the exhibition of a digital installation by the _ l'exposition d'une installation digitale du 

_expunerea unei instalaţii digitale a grupului kinema ikon group, entitled alteridem.exe, g ro u pe k inema i k o n , i n t i tu Ie e 

kinema ikon, intitulată alteridem.exe, and the resuit of a brainstorming treatment alteridem.exe, installation resultee d'un 

rezultată dintr-un tratament brainstorming a of eight individual works. the installation's traitement brainstorming applique ă huit 
travaux individuels. Le contenu et la 

opt lucrări individuale. conţinutul şi structura content and formal structure of functioning 
structure formelle du fonctionnement de 

formală de funcţionare a instalaţiei este are presented in the first pages, followed by 
l'installation sont presentes dans Ies 

prezentată în primele pagini urmate de the authors' projects. premieres pages et sont suivies par Ies 
proiectele autorilor. _ a symposium whose theme is aiming at the projets des auteurs. 

_ un simpozion a cărui temă vizează condiţia presen! condition of digital art, with the _ un symposium dont la theme vise la 

actuală a artei digitale la care au participat participation of 16 art critics and media condition actuelle de l'art digital auquel ont 

16 critici de artă şi artişti media preocupaţi artists, interested in the phenomenon, with participe 16 critiques d'art et artistes media 

de fenomenul respectiv, cu menţiunea că the mention that the artists have sustained preoccupes par le pMnomene en question. 
li faut mentionner que Ies artistes ont 

a rtiştii şi-au susţinut discursurile teoretice cu their theoretical discourse with digital works 
soutenu leurs discours theoriques par leurs 

l ucrări digitale proprii, astfel că în partea a of their own, so that in the second part of 
propres travaux digitaux, de sorte que la 

doua a revistei , după o prezentare generală intermedia after a general presentation of deuxieme part de la revue contienne apres 

a temei simpozionului, sînt publicate opiniile the symposium's theme the participants' une presentation generale du symposium 

participanţilor. opinions are expressed. Ies opinions des participants. 
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George Sabau > alteridem.exe _ digital art in progress / installation, cd-rom, net.art by kinema ikon 

From the surrealistic 'cadavres exquis' to 
the 'oulipo' experiments and, thence, to 
the alternative modalities of the old 
media techniques, the theme of the 
collective work raised inciting 
controversies regarding the artistic 
work's paternity. Recently, an increasing 
interest can be noticed towards this 
creation method, în the context of the 
growing impact of the new information 
technologies upon art. ln no case do I 
mean here the operation of transferring 
an established analogica! work to a 
digital medium, because this is a 
problem concerning cultural-educational 
information and communication. What I 
mean is computer as a new creative 
medium, or, in other words, admitting the 
digital system as a new means of artistic 
creation . 
Resorting to such a · medium results in 
producing of digital works termed 
interactive hypermedia, either on the 
physical medium of the compact disk I 
cd-rom /, or on the virtual one of the 
internet I net.art/, where the keyword is 
interactivity. ln this respect, the 
hypermedia configuration can grant the 
user the quality of co-author, by mea ns of 
its specific capacity of a re-structuring an 
initial project, yielding another discourse, 
having the aspect of a variation upon a 
given theme. A transcending of the 'the 
work aperta' I open work concept can 
thus be experienced, because, beyond 
the already attested interpretative 
hypostases, a hypermedia work has the 
supplementary capacity of offering the 
user the chance of generating new 
auctorial variants, with complementary, 
autonomous or paradoxical 
significations. Anyway, we are dealing 
with a new type of iconic representation 
and with a new type of discourse, non
linear, and rhizomatically structured, 
operating with 'forms and substances of 
the expression' made up of images, 
movements, sounds and texts in 
continuai metamorphosis. 

ascii bster of binarJI execuhon file· alteridem exe 

The collective work theme within the digital artistic system was exemplarii 
synthesized by Roy Ascott in the 'distributed authorship' expression, which 
implies !hat the artist is undertaking the role of 'context-creator', a context at th 
disposition of those partners willing to take part în strategic interactive game o 
producing a work. Analyzing the quoted expression, Annick Bureaud explain 
how a participative work îs realized: 'an initiating artist proposes a theme to an 
active audience, which, în its turn, provides contents formed of independent 
items'. For the same theorist , collaborative art entails that both the artist and his 
active audience use the same computer-based instruments în order to produce 
a work 'a to paternite distribuee' where everybody is acting upon the other's 
production. I cannot conclude this introduction somehow theoretical without 
noticing the possibility of a confusion of meaning due to the quasi-synonymy of 
some terms: work I work I creation collective, participative, collaborative or by a 
group? Personally, I incline towards collective work, because it includes the 
others two, and I distinguish between two situations in the digital artistic 
practice, especially after the expanding of the net: 
1. the situation of artists members of a group, or living in locations different, who 
planned to produce a collective work, of the so-called 'net.art works' or shared 
works type, such as those proposed by the organizers of the FILE project in Sao 
Paulo. 
2. the situation of the initiator artist who proposes the user a project I context of 
work provoking him I her to resort to interactive hyper-textual strategies with a 
co-auctorial intention. 

After severa! individual works, the kinema ikon group has produced in 2002 a 
collective digital work entitled alteridem.exe as an installation, on cd-rom and on 
the internet. The resuit is, certainly, interesting, but the model remains 
problematic from the methodological perspective a creation of group for a very 
simple reason : we forced things, resorting to both situations described above. 
Thus, in a first stage eight authors achieved eight individual works, and in the 
next stage it was continued by a sort of ars combinatoria, resorting to 
brainstorming tactics, which led to an eclectic work, to be registered under the 
first heading, that of distributed paternity. Finally, the finished work opens again 
as a project offered to the receivers, stimulated to resort to permutational 
strategies in order to build new variations, and thus the second paternity 
situation obtains, which, this time, is redistributed to the users, with full co 
auctorial rights . . 
By the concept I context of alteridem.exe we conceived a digital discours 
about a few din conceptual obsessions which insistently haunting the mundan 
space in which we happen to live. That is, about globalization, multiculturalism, 
nomadism, the system's pressure upon specific differences and imagology. Th 
common denominator of all these ideologica! paths is represented by the 
binomial difference-identity, whence the alteridem.exe title. 

The relevance of the phrase was confirmed by our Toronto colleague, who 
discovered în a technical dictionary the main connotation for 'al-ter-i-dem = 
another exactly the same', which, says he, fits with executable I exe because it 
refers to 'stand alone executable' on the windows platform, !hat is, something 
compiled in 'native code' or, otherwise phrased, which flies by itself, which 
triggers in me the image of butterfly-pixels flying frantically in cyberspace. ln 
conclusion, we are both etymologically and entomologically covered. 
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George Sabau > alteridem.exe _ digital art in progress / installation, cd-rom, net.art by kinema ikon 

Returning to work's theme, I add the tact 
that the kinema ikon group members are 
rather retained towards the dominant 
trend of the last decades, that of over
sizing the social, civic, politic and 
ideologica! functions at the expense of 
the esthetic dimension of the art object, 
the digital one included. lf, nevertheless, 
we propose the artistic treatment of an 
'unaesthetic' theme, such as the 
difference-identity relationship, under no 
circumstances will we resort to a serious
g rave-rigorous approach, for two 
reasons: in the first place, it would give 
the impression of a forced dramatization 
of para-artistic situations, and, if we 
proposed solutions too, a levei of 
embarrassing sublime would be 
attained; in the second place, a serious 
approach to the theme would inevitably 
lead to a braking of the receptive act, 
diminishing the pleasure of the 
interactive auctorial game. Hence, our 
approach, in a playful, ironica! and 
detached register towards the 
importance of the theme, whose solving 
is, anyway, beyond our powers. 
* 
After the so -called process of 
identification proposed by classic film 
criticism, the interest for the concept of 
participation in the field of alternative art 
of the happening, installation, video-art 
etc. type followed. Under the impact of 
the digital, and, especially after the 
expansion of the hyper-textual method, 
combined with the possibilities offered by 
the graphical interface, the term of 
interactivity imposed itself, as a specific 
re lationship between creator and 
receptor, to a great extent opposed to the 
concept of passiite-eentemplation . 
ln this respecCthe active-creative role of 
the user equals that of the initiating artist, 
but, for the moment, it cannot be spoken 
about the author's disappearance or the 
audience's dictatorship. Anyway, a 
conflict between these two creative 
entities is perceivable, rooted in the 
qualitative difference of their respective 
anticipation horizons different projects, 
different dreams and a different outlook 
of the work in progress. Hence, the 
option for a balanced designation of the 
roles, under the form of a non
aggression and co-operation pact, 
subsequently, theorists and specialized 
art critics having the task to discern the 
quality and the rapport of the authorial 
cast. From this point of view, the 
alteridem.exe installation purports to be 
achallenge. 

• •••••••••••• . 

translation: romulus bucur 

N. B. 
The alteridem.exe work, in its installation version was exhibited during a 
symposium dedicated to the present condition of digital art, at the Arad Arts 
Museum, on november 15th-16th 2002, under the organizing of the kinema ikon 
group, with the participation of 16 art critics and media artists interested in the 
phenomenon. The cd-rom version offers the user the possibility of interacting on 
the personal computer, plus the «intermedia» _mag_azine, structured as a 
catalog of the event. The third vefsion, on the internet I fully reconstructed I will 
lead to the to theme's exhaustion on the virtual medium too. That is, works in 
progress, then exit. 

H 
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alteridem.exe _ individual projects 

peter hiigel _ safarikon .the setup 
george sabau _ melting pot a porter 
calin man _ walter ego. in tuli swing 
caius grozav _ robotz air-hokey 
mitzi kapture _peripatetic sitting on 
judit angel _ globus globber 
ioan ciorba _ r.g.b. 
romulus bucur_ tratat despre pisica 

mediadesign, html: calin man 
programming: alin gherman 
flash : caius grozav, sandor bartha 
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Peter Hiigel > Safarikon.the setup 

H! SAFARIKON • setup 

WELCOME 

This program is conceived to support a huge number oflanguages. 
Please select one to continue the dialog 

jr Romanian 

jr English (United States 101) 

Hi SAFARIKON • setup 

<ftack J::le>:t > 
You haveto choose a language ! 

alteridero.exe_indiuidual projects 

click to 

5ii SAFARIKON. setup 

Setup Wizard is now preparing to guide you through the installing process. 
Please wait! 

!!!! SAFARIKON. setup 

A problem occurred whi le initi alizing UCM. 
Click 'N ext' to continue. 
Click 'Back' or 'Cancel' to see what hap pe ns. 
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Peter Hiigel > Safarikon.the setup 

!!! SAFARIKON • setup 

look deeper 

i!S SAFARIKON. setup 

There is no way b ackl 

<Agree Disagree >I 

CONGRATULATIONS 

On eh oosing the Safarikon setup, th e software !hat ma kes you and 
your computer more powerful, reliable, manageable and entertaining. 
With Safarikon, the Internet wil be 100% trouble free: 

NO MORE WE SAVE 
browsing your fam~y 
downloading your time 
cookies your privacy 
advertising your nerves 
shopping your money 
e-mail your memory 
chatting your feelings 
history your past 
horoscope your future 
viruses your health 
Internet you 

WE ARE YOU 

THEC. 
5ET:::l ------------To start SAFARIKON, you don't have to click any button,just think 
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George Sabau > melting pot a porter 

lmagology, a relatively new discipline, is,1111--• 
claimed by comparative literature,ethni 
psychology and the history of mentalities, as 
well. Recent information confirms tha 
advocates of the theory of communication have 
also shown interest in imagology, especially in 
media perspectives and new information 
technologies. Considering the latter aspect, I 
have over-solicited terms and propounded two 
syntagms, digital and telematic imagology, both 
based on the fact that communication mediated 
by computers has an enormous recuperating 
capacity. These two syntagms were first used in 
an article published by Intermedia magazine 
(13/1998), under the generic term "imago", 
which, according to Jung, is understood as "an 
unconscious stereotype whose role is to orien 
selectively the way in which a Subject perceive 
the Other". 

Summing up the above mentioned theoretic 
approach, I would like to emphasize the idea 
that today's world is pervaded by an obvious 
negative influence of the mass-media (press 
television, and radio) which apply persuasive 
strategies in the distorted representations of 
ethnic communities in Central and Eastern 
Europe, and not only. lf one adds the old cliches 
on perceiving and understanding the Other to 
these media approaches one will get the 
general diagram of imagology relations 
between East-West or South-North. This 
diagram can partly explain why so many people 
are against multicultural globalization, while 
claiming to support, quite honorably, the 
preservation of specific differences. Under such 
circumstances we hope that the new 
information technologies will be objectively 
capable of eradicating, or at least diminishing 
pseudo-imagology cliches, in order to initiate a 
new deonthology in the act of communication 
and awareness of the other. ln this respect, 
interactive communication on the internet /web 
can bring its definite contribution to the 
decrease of distorting and distorted imagolog~······ 
stereotypes, hence the syntagm "telematic 
imagology", available in digital creation . 

The moment the kinema ikon group members 
have decided to carry on with the third collective 
digital art work - alteridem.exe - by combining 
eight individual works, I also made a decision: 
my theme should deal with an illustration of the 
way classic imagology cliches function. I have 
selected some relevant stereotypes from a 
large databank, all of them related to clothing , 
hence the title ofthe present paper-melting po 
a porter. 
What I have in mind is a European hybrid, in the 
manner of Arcimboldo and of the absurd 
characters in Urmuz's texts. 
The graphic interface suggested by calin man 
offers countless opportunities for the user to 
interactively intervene, who, in tlirns, can 
generate new stereotypes, new digital 
hymeras, perceived as paradoxical creatures, 
resulted from a mixture of body parts and 
fragments of objects. 
From the point of view of form and conten 
expression, I have chosen a detached 
approach of the theme, a ludic and ironic 
register which is also characteristic to ou 
collective work; actually, this is the stylistic mark 
of the ki group. 

translation: Livia Marinescu 

alteridem_exe_ indiuidual projects 
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George Sabau > melting pot a porter 
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calin man > Walter Ego / in full swing 

Your LatPst Track 

• 0:00 

0:00 0:00 

0:00 0:00 

0:00 0:00 
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0:00 0:00 

0:00 0:00 

0:00 0:00 

0:00 

1·ando111 lfrix 
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calin man > Walter Ego/ in full swing 

Oaily Horoscope /Sao Paulo remix/ 

Day 01 _ you may enjoy a visit to a museum. 

Day 02 _ plenty of opportunities today. 

Day 03 _ you're ultra convincing and a natural leader during this period . 

Day 04 _ your openness to try new things may surprise you . 

Day 05 _ don't sell your ideas to the wrong type of people. 

Day 06 _ dreams could end up being more real than reality at this point. 

Day 07 _ projects in your career may have tobe put on hold for awhile. 

Day 08 _ good changes are on the way. • 
Day 09 _ when your eyes wander, your feet may soon follow. 

Day 1 O_ however, he moral to the story is to work like a dog. 

• Day 11 _ your creative spirit sparkles with inspiration throughout the day. 

Day 12 _ today your creativity is at its high point. 

Day 13 _ listen to the signals, they will guide you to where you need to go. 

Day 14 _ there are fresh fields to expiare. 

Day 15 _ you get to name your price today. 

Day 16 _ it's time to turn the page. 

Day 17 _ (not everyone has your quicksilver mind!) 

Day 18 _ spend the end of the day relaxing at home and ii you like, Ireal yourself to some gourmet food. 

www.filesharedwork.org 
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Caius Grozav > Predictions+-1 

ESSAY (Tlllf-Predctiom+-1, AUTHOR~ OrOI!tV, PlACE•Toronlo, DA 
KEYWORDS: Ele!, 1::118, blei 

- MRO 
BEGl\NNO (FORMAT.P111!11Q1aph, TOPIC-Predid:ions): 11!1!1'1 rei.lctart 

COMMENTS (FORMA T•Pl!ltfl9"aph, TOAC•Structt.red Pf(9twfriig): 

COMMENTS (FORMA T•PS!llQIO!f)h, TOPICeOfl!llf)hC rtei"lacc):: ~ the 
NOTE (FORMAT~!llQl8')11, T0AC'1)el'"sor1811 note): Don,~ I wa:; 

COMlriENTS(fORMAT..Patfl9"aph, TOAC-ouess Ylo'tllll): I total nev. 
COMMENTS (FORMAT•Peirtl!J'aph, TOAC-Erneil). I was 00: ab6e Io 11 _....., 
POtolT(f0RMAT-Ps-!llQl8')1'1, TOPIC•XM..):Gwentheoboverneriione 

POtolT (FORMAT~aph, TOPIC-Mede Mode():W'ISI amazes me 

I am reluctant to make predictions regarding future evolutions în computer science and new media in general. .. and 1'11 try 
to explain why. 

ln the late seventies, when the structured programming concept came oul (and Nicolaus Wirth embodied it into Pascal), I 
was enthusiastic at the time I was doing some advanced Fortran programming under the supervision of local Fortran 
gurus, and their opinion was that I must cool down, because the new idea îs only of "limited didactic interes!": no "real 
programmer" will ever add hundreds of useless "begin" and "end" lines to his source code, and above of all , the model 
can noi be applied to huge applications, where labels are so convenient. 

ln the late eighties, when I saw the first graphic interface, I was enthusiastic again and I was told to cool down again, 
because nobody will ever agree to allocate so much CPU power only to implement "bells and whistles" for dummies. 

Don't th ink I was always right: 

I could never imagine, for example, that "symphonies of human intelligence", like ADA or LISP will ever be replaced on 
the market by a portable assembler - I still cannot understand the logica I and/or practicai value of a syntactical construct 
like (X+-1 ). 

I was noi able to foresee thatemail , which started as a delight of academics alloverthe world, will end by haunting me as 
the paradise of bureaucrats. 

Given the abovementioned, 1'11 predici nothing just try to bring to your attention a personal point of view în our new 
technological playground. You probably heard already how great XML (eXtendable Markup Language) îs, and that XML 
Web Services will. .. rebui Id the ozone layer, prevent global warming , root-outterrorism, and eventually save the world ... 
(no comments). 

What amazes me about this technology îs the faci that ii tends to change the basic model of information transfer. 
Remember our good old schema having Emitter Media Receptor, or Emitter Mass Media Receptor(s)? What if our 
emitter is a web service, delivering information formatted as XML, which îs supposed tobe consumed by an application , 
not by a user directly (as HTML is today on the web). This means our model changes to Emitter Enunciation Media 
Presentation Media Receptor .. . this means that different presentation environments can consume the same information 
in differentways ... and I am inviting you to experiment in this area. 

What 1'11 do now, îs try to custom TAG my text in a possible format in which a machi ne will some day be able to do ii, or în a 
way I would like to expose it, so that, through your custom consumption interface, you would be able to find your desired 
information without having to read all my text. 

First, l've considered starting by typing my tags, as the backbone for the essay, and then add the text. .. later I 
reconsidered, and I started by typing my thoughts (noi thinking about tags ), because I assume ii is more difficult to tag an 
existing text, than to design a tagged one (and we have tons of existing texts ). 

Now my text looks like a tree structure: 

This îs intended tobe just a playful approach to a serious problem my XML can be parsed correctly (l've just checked), 
bui the logic ofit "stinks" ... I have some formatting and some logica I info about everything , bui I must recognize there's 
place for improvements the nice thing about this is that my experiment started before you started reading this li nes .. . my 
friend Calin will have to "consume" this text for a printed version .. . and you are just seeing the resuit. .. and you are invited 
to play with it too. 

alteridero.exe_indiuidual projects 12 
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Caius Grozav > Predictions+-1 

... 
J O G fit tct ~ i-' ~ 1• ~ ~ ~ ~ 
, ... ~~~i i ,„ . 00.111. 1 c <I> o. ~ 
fi.l Bla, bla, bla I am rUK.tant to make prediciions ~dqi futute t'l'!!MÎOIJI. si 'omrutrr •~e an<! 

oew med&a111general. and I'layto ezplaanwhy. Jn !he late 1eve!Uer, wheti lbe struca.ired 
pro.-..mwia e«tCept came «11: (tnd ~~ Wril emb<xiied •do P.uclll). I w.u cnthwiasue; 
ll lhe tîaie Iwu ®Wia 1orne adv..cedFOflr111prr>~mderthe Npef"MIOtl ofloeal 
Fonran,gurus, IDdthar opâoo wu lhatlmust cool ®wn, beciu.st lhenew tdeais onl)t of~ 
cid.etac. mtttest M real ptognWnlnl':rwll ~ addhundreds ofuseless bep:i md eodllnes 10 tu 
soo.see code, 111d lbove ofJl, lbe modri emnot~ l!Jlpjed tobJ&t 1ppK11t01U, wbere ilbtlt •e 
10cOflYellletltIIItbe1* '9Der. wben I 11w lbe 6rdiJ11Phic aa&ce. I wu eatbuswtic tprt, 

1D.d I wu 1old to ,oo-1. down .-. bec- PObod)' dever 111ee to lllocau so mucb CPU 
pOlftl"only10~beil~1"1Îsdesfordtcvmes, Don'tlhmk.J,.,ualwqsrt/lf.-lcould 

Qlll'Vtr~, r°"eumpk, lbat ~· oftun.i.delirgeni;e.like ADA« LISP wilbe evtr 

replKed oa. lht 11'1.ttd by a~ Allsemblet; I stil urnol mdtrrt.aad. lhe lop:.11 mcl'or 
pr.cDc„ YaNe of• .,,u;:.licalc~likt (X+-1). 1 w• rwtlbteto roreue tbat emill, wlKb 
startedas 1 ~ ofacademac:s alonr lhe w«ld. 'IVil end byba.lll:q:mt u lhe paradase of 
bt.ftaltrtlU Gmn lht abo'lmlellbQned, l'I pre<Kt DO-tlm&; JUsl try to brq; IO JOW lttmllOCI I 

penooal poa ofwiew sa Otr MW tecMoklpcW pl.lyp"OWld Y ou PJobabty hewd *ead, bow 
arutXML(tXu:ndablr NMblp~)U, andttwXML Web Service1wilrtbl.ildlhtoLOOe 
i.,tt. ptt'md.&Jobal Wlmll'!&. root·o~im-orism. and tvmlUllllly sPC lhe world(no c01M1et11:1) 
Wbat:1D1UtJmeabousltOtt~ulhef.;tthalitlen<btach~1heba.crncxklof 
â'ondlO!I tnmftt Rerntrober our g<X>d oki sc..bemabavqf.mitter, Media, lleceţ>tor. or F.mitter, .!.] 
Mau lhdia. Receptor(s)7 What i QQf tmllte:r u •web Stt'llte, dcmmg sionnation fomiatted 
u XML. wlm;h lf AIPPQJed tobe c~ by #I appilt*>ft, Dot by a um directly (at B1'M[, U: -ii 
U>dly on lbe web) n.. metta our model r...bM!gts to Emitta', F.n11nN1ton Media, Presetllltion 
Me<U.. Receptor, Ibis means diat different pcuentail-M ermrooane=- CM consume. !he tame 
d'onn!âOn 11'1 ddferent we.yr, and I wt1 invDig you to experinent 11'1 ltu ana 

<essay title='Predictions+-1' author='Caius Grozav' place='Toronto' date='12/01 /2002'> 

<într 
<beginning format='Paragraph' topic='Predictions'> 

I am reluctant to make predictions regarding future evolutions in computer science and new media in 
general , and 1'11 try to explain why. 

</beginning> 
<comments format='Paragraph' topic='Structured Programming'> 

ln the late seventies, when the structured programming concept came oul (and Nicolaus Wirth embodied 
it into Pascal), I was enthusiastic; at the time I was doing some advanced Fortran programming under the 
supervision of local Fortran gurus, and their opinion was that I must cool down, because the new idea is 
only of limited didactic interes!: no real program mer will ever add hundreds of useless begin and end li nes 
to his source code, and above of all , the model can noi be applied to huge applications, where labels are 
so convenient. 

... llllllllllllllll„lll~o~m~m~ents> nts format='Paragraph' topic='Graphic lnterface'> 

<mai 

</main> 
</essay> 

the late eighties, when I saw the first graphic interface, I was enthusiastic again, and I was told to cool 
n again, because nobody will ever agree to allocate so much CPU power only to implement bells and 

es for dummies. 

i,lj~Mii' topic='Guess what'> 
rl , for example, that symphonies of human intelligence, like ADA or LISP will ever be 

n the market by a portable assembler; I still cannot understand the logical and/or practicai value 
clicai construct like (X+-1 ). 

t='Paragraph' topic='Email'> 
I w not able to foresee that email , which started as a delight of academics allover the world, will end by 

nting me as the paradise of bureaucrats. 

<point format='Paragraph' topic='XML'> 

</point> 

Given the abovementioned, 1'11 predict nothing; just try to bring to your attention a personal point of view in 
our new technological playground. You probably heard already how great XML (eXtendable Markup 
Language) is, and that XML Web Services will rebuild the ozone layer, preveni global warming, root-out 
terrorism, and eventually save the world (no comments). 

<point format='Paragraph' topic='Media Model'> 

</point> 

What amazes me about this technology is the faci that ii tends to change the basic model of information 
transfer. Remember our good old schema having Emitter, Media, Receptor, or Emitter, Mass Media, 
Receptor(s)? What if our emitter is a web service, delivering information formatted as XML, which is 
supposed to be consumed by an application, not by a user directly (as HTML is today on the web). This 
means our model changes to Emitter, Enunciation Media, Presentation Media, Receptor; this means that 

on environments can consume the same information in different ways, and I am inviting 
you to experiment in this area. 
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mitzi kapture® > peripatetic sitting on 

the aerian subway gets you where you'll get __ 

e 
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-----
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Judit Angel> Globus Globber 

Globus Globber is a young man in his 
mid twenties. His parents participated in 
the '68 student movements and now are 
living a relaxed life in the countryside. 
GG was elevated by his grandfather, a 
wine-grower and merchant from 
Northern ltaly. GG studied social 
sciences and developed some interesttho • 
in art. He was a good, albeit not a 
particularly diligent student, did ,sport, •. ambul „_,... ~; 
went out with friends and made plans for 
the future. His life suddenly changed' · „ ... 1>ui anz•n 
with the death of his grandfather, who 
left him a considerable fortu ne. The' · am1>ui "'"'" •n 
condition was that the inheritance could 
be used only for travel meant to• · ambul "'"'" •n 
enhance self-knowledge, i.e. for 
verifying the grandfather's credo: "never' -ambul an••n 
take anything for granted". 
GG has already heard a lot about '- am1>ui „,....n 
globalisation, the new catchword one 
can find now almost in every discourse.thy Acke • 
The right criticises it from the standpoint 
of national interests and values, the leftugl „. Ad arn• 
imputes it the harsh polarisation of 
wealthiness world-wide. GG could notugl „. Adarn• 
find much positive about this 
phenomenon, but UnderStOOd that it iS ugl ._. Ad arn• 
an unstoppable process. Thus GG 
having a Iso a vague premonition ugl... Ad „„. 
concerning his name - decided to find 
his own explanation and started his i l Jcn. o 
round-the-world journey. For sure he is 
nota globe-trotter, he does not consume i l l<r..o 

experience for the sake of consumption, 
he wants to gain experience „gnutenberg.net 
Sometimes he returns to his room to 
water his plant and to commune with 
himself. 
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Ioan Ciorba > R.G.B. 

R.G.B. project features a 
succession of dynamic and 
static images in which the 
combination of colours is 
proportional to the dynamic 
of the image. sometimes, 
the distortion of the dynamic 
can give birth to a new 
spectrum, totally different 
from the conventional one. 
thus, the distortion of the 
conventional can generate a 
dynamic !hat is non 
concordant with the 
conventional reality. the 
colour faithfully stays with 
the distortion. 

„ 

1---1 
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romulus bucur > inter-activity 

ln the beginning it was paper. That is , 
a series of poems about cais, with a 
double model , literature (from Eliot to, 
let's say, Tomozei), and life (to be more 
precise, the dynasty of cats having 
passed through my home). And , for a 
while, I lei it be. 

lt then followed the digital the 
executable . More concretely, a few ditties 
(themselves written with a hesitation 
between ca lligram , video-clip and 
computer art), adorned , at some 
strategic points, by visual and sound 
effects, all of it neatly packed in an 
executable. ln the end, a sort of pseudo
interactivity. 

The nex! stage wasn't, essentially, 
different just technique underwent a few 
changes: instead of the executable, 
hypertext, with the same particularity as 
the former, which now I hesitate between 
calling it, as I did , pseudo-interactivity, or 
limited interactivity. Limited , in the first 
place, at the levei of visual effects this 
was the internet version of the same cats 
poems. 

And here lies the essence of the 
problem, as regards poetry. What does it 
offer, a crystallized product ('the 
polyhedral perfections' Ion Barbu spoke 
about) , or a kaleidoscopic game, 
changing each moment? The difference 
appears only with regard to the (glass 
beads) game associated with creation in 
the first case, only the audience enjoys it, 
in the second, the authortoo. 

Which only circumscribes the 
problem, without solving it. At what levei 
would interactivity step in , !hat of 
meaning? This is !ied to a vehicle, in our 
case, word, (and various higher levels 
incorporating it) . Dada made this 
experiment of lexical interactivity, 
resulting in a real usurpation of the 
author's role , substituted by the 
audience, after having, anyway, been 
downsized to the inferior position of the 
journalist. 

lt is nevertheless to be noted that 
only the atomic levei of the word was 
affected , without going further, by 
decomposing it into elementary particles 
it's difficult to predict what uncontrollable 
energy would have burst from there. 

At another levei of the text 
anticipating interactive stories, these, 
easier to conceive, though stands 
Queneau: line, one would say, a 
molecule of poetry recombines 
(practically) infinitely, giving, like in the 
case of DNA, the fascinating possibility of 
generating life. 

Greater aggregates would follow 
necessarily required by the association of 
image and sound; in accordance to the 
vision adopted , mechanistic or 
zoomorphic, it would be Lego or 
Frankenstein's monster the only 
attenuation is !hat everything is taking 
place on the virtual, and not on the real 
plane. 

And this is exactly what I have tried to 
do within this project to throw over the 
fence, in the audience's yard , the dead 
cat of limited interactivity, and let them 
work their head looking for a different 
solution to the problem of poetic 
interactivity. 
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alteridem.exe > symposium _ digital art 

kinema ikon 
art museum arad 

financial support: 

PRe HELVETI/\ . , 
Arts Council of Switzerland 
On behalf ol 
SOC $w1ss Agency for Developmenl 

and Cooperation 

Consiliul Judeţean Arad 

logistic support: 

ta•tu 
t+w11 Ml!Wl lf!,A + 

trinom print 

• 

exhibition: 
alterldem.exe hypermedia installation by kinema ikon 
symposium theme: 
ls the digita! system a new medlum for artistic creatlon ? 
participants: 
Irina Cios _ lntemational Center for Contemporary Art Bucharest 
Raluca Velisar _ The National Museum of Contemporary Art Bucharest 
Attila Tordal _ Balkon art magazine Cluj 
Adela Văetişi _Arhitext art magazine Bucharest 
Neil Coltofeanu _Art Academy Bucharest 
Ileana Pintilie_ curator, art critic Timişoara 
Alexandru Patatics _ Fundaţia Format Timişoara 
Alexandru Antik _ media artist, Cluj 
Cătălin Berescu _ Virtualia group Bucharest 
Olimpiu Bandalac _Arta magazine Bucharest 
Cosmin Năsui and Mihai Ţărmure_ Alpha Channel Lost Frame Surfers 
Felix Drăgan _ media artist laşi 
Ştefan Dragoş _ programmer Cluj 
Sandor Bartha _media artist Budapest 
Călin Dan media artist Amsterdam 
Dan Ursachi _artist Timişoara 
other participants: ki members, artists, students, mass-media etc. 
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alteridem.exe > symposium _digital art 

photo: Florin Hornoiu 
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F-el1x Drăgan 

o 

li the source code and the creativity 

source_code{ 
One already can say that a lot of digital art is controlled by the pre
packaged software which mast artists feel forced to use. This paper work 
is going to speak about the source code(in terms of generative cade and 
digital objects) as conceptual and aesthetic factor for those works made 
by using computer languages (such as Cor C++), subroutines libraries 
(such as MFC) or software components (like COM/DCOM components). 
These works try to 'deconstruct' fundamental and interesting aspects of 
aur consciousness: perception, form, the need for continuity etc. 
By using various kind of terminologies, as 'digital art', '[new] media art', 
the perception of the public has been both focused to zeros and ones and 
formatted into particular visual and acoustic media, rather than structures 
of programming (cade writing). This view is fostered by the tact that the 
algorithms employed to manipulate and generate computer graphics, 
digital text etc. are invisible to the audience. The mast used approach of 
developing digital works is the one whose programming resides in so 
called , 'black boxes' or it is considered tobe just a preparatory behind-the 
scenes process for a finished and finite work (whose support can be CD, 
book or Internet). 
} 

digital_object{ 
The digital object can be described as a content-unit or content
description: midi data, text, image, texture, movement, behavior, 
transformation. They are displayed using various kinds of virtuation 
devices (displays, virtual reality hardware and other interfaces). Objects 
are always erased. Thus, objects only exist upon use. They are created 
from scratch each time. They exist at the levei of the script, nat the 
machine. Unlike the commodity and the sign , the object is independent 
from context. 
While software, i.e. algorithmic programming cade, is inevitably at work 
in every digital object, therefore in all art that is digitally produced and 
reproduced, it has a long history of being considered as a conceptual and 
aesthetic factor. This history is paralleled in the evolution of computing 
from systems that could only be used by specialists to systems like the 
Macintosh and Windows which , by their graphical user interface, 
camouflaged the mere tact that they are running on program cade, 
regarding both their operation as well as their aesthetics. 
} 

generative_ code{ 
When a programmer develops a generative system, he is engaged in a 
creative act. Programming is no less an art form than painting is a 
technical process. 
By analogy, the mathematical value pi can be approximated as 
3.14159265, but a more accurate version can be stored as the formula 
used to calculate it. ln the same way, it is more complete to express 
creativity formulated as cade (algorithm), which can then be executed to 
produce the results we desire. The artist makes creative decisions to 
produce a final artwork, yet it would be fruitless if these decisions were 
the same every time. ln this sense, the focus of creating generative art is 
to capture these decisions as logical structures. The computer executes 
these rules but never produces the same resuit twice. ln this sense, the 
cade could be seen to be more like the chaos mathematics used to 
simulate more complex systems than a mathematical formula like pi. 
Creative decisions are influenced by various indeterminable tactors, and 
in this way creativity cannot be simply reduced to a problem-solving 
activity or cade that makes decisions. A great deal of generative art 
appears to focus on giving the computer some limited form of intelligence 
so that these decisions can be made, for instance, through the use of 
neural networks. 
However, many creative decisions made by artists are driven by chance, 
or other imperceptible influences. Why attempt to capture a creative 
action as a formal logical procedure, when in tact a random decision is 
often more suitable? Throwing paint on a canvas is nat governed by 
precise directions of where the paint will go, but simply by the decision to 
do so. The decision ·was made and the action was unpredictable. ln the 
same way, cade systems take decisions, but the actual execution is (or 
can appear to be) random. Creativity I ies somewhere in the link between 
the act of representation (i.e. digital object) and conceptual clarity (i.e. the 
algorithms). An automated programme might use its representational 
strategies but it has no concept in itself. The responsibility for the concept 
as well as the criteria forthe rules and cade, are the tasks ofthe author. 
} 
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o<:. 11'1 Năsui I Mitiai Ţărmure 

How much the digital system represents or not (also) new means of artistic creation? 

Even the title of the proposed debate suggests the uncertainty and hesitation concerning the matching point of Arts 
with Digital Technology. This is due to the faci that the artist (either Romanian or foreigner) cannot invoke any such 
experience that might excell (any longer experience than) the five years of professional concern în a domain that has 
no past but present. Therefore, nowdays Arts is obliged to evolve rapid in order to keep pace with Technology. 

The acute need of initiating the first step in Technology of those who use the digital environment as mea ns of artistic 
communication , operates as a delay factor concerning the adaptation to the virtuality of this world. 
Without doubts the Internet does not mean only the sum of all web sites. The Internet îs still , on the whole, little known 
and used as means of artistic and aesthetic communication. 

ln most of the cases, the concept of art on the net îs confounded with the design of a web page which may or may not 
include an interactive animation . ln such situations the content does not matter for the quick viewers of the page butthe 
entertainmentform which fulfills also the artistic function. 
For some, the art on the net mea ns the experimental reconstruction of reality în a virtual environment, an action that 
may be similar to a 3D game. ln other cases, the artist is mostly satisfied when his work presents itself as interactive, 
even for him, this way becoming a form of nonfinito more or less controled bythe producer-consumer himself. 

ln this way, the trends and the styles în digital art oscillate between a nostalgia of that human touch that won't become a 
cyborg by a technical addition but has the name part în enliven and inspire the technology and the virtual reality as an 
intermediary between the humanist culture and the technological one, as an evolving continuity between the human 
subjectand the machine. 

ln digital art produced online the need of displaing or plotting feelings represents a priority. lt îs the need of visions that 
cannot be sold or bought, which exists în the informational traffic of the Internet as intermissions of aesthetic 
contemplation, sometimes involving a different way of understanding the sensory perceptions. Noi the Organics needs 
Electronics for survival bui the Electronics longs for a human breath in order to get life. 

A theoretical division of the two ways of artistic representation: analogica! and digital as well as the transitional 
interferences of some types of analogical-digital displays, along with the specific natu re of the three types of digital art 
support, plunges into debate a new topic: the distributed author. 

The efficiency of an artistic product performance în the virtual environment imposes multi subject matters which drives 
to an artistic formula functioning în group. Thus, the work is divided into many parts as the conceptual part, the artistic 
part, the technical part etc. ln this way the author is a collective one, an author that oscillates between being a poet în 
engineering or an engineer in poetry. 

A virtual artwork must be interactive and must have a maximum intensity of message for all the sensorial consumption 
channels în order to operate on line. Thus because the encounter with the artwork may be singular and must be able 
through its powerful impact to store its own material straight on the memory retina letting it seed and grow. The virtual 
artwork must have an impact, must arouse a reaction and must speak its word from the first few seconds of its 
appearance on the screen or it is doomed to eternal silence. 
lt is no need for the image to be contemplative but it needs a non linear story or the consumer îs stuck and cannot 
become part ofit nor bea coauthor. 
The consumer encounters many epic paths, " pre-requisites for consuming", and thus are opened many ways for 
different interpretations. The image wins in any way and any path that the consumer chooses. Any interpretative way 
that has been chosen îs carrying the image towards an unplanned destination and towards a new idea. Thus the 
measure that it introduces for its own interpretations îs random similar to a calculation that uses irrational numbers that 
one can never estimate proper . 

The concept of new media îs without rhyme or reason related to what it signifies for reality but it has all reasons related 
to the dimension of imagination and the spacing it provides, ignoring nature itself în order to re-create it în a new 
manner, distorted by extra-sensorial and extra-aesthetic perceptions. 

1.Because it is not related with reality dimensions it can represent any nature, displaying the objects having both 
options alike: of existence and nonexistence, being able to signify two parallel virtual realities concomitantly. 

2. The artwork without a body is designed for an universe out of place, time and space. 

The co-ordinates of the lacking- body artwork are more proper to the sensory-emotional nature operating în the 
presence of an im material form translated into psychic stimulus and nervous exciting: 
Moving without having a body, the images need tobe stored through mimesis into an inferiorworld ( the discovery of the 
virtual nature by artistic immaterial means determines the proximity of the visual artistic field with the musical ant 
textual ones), leading to the perfect utopia: The Virtual Utopia. 

The virtual utopia puts forward as a close kind, a space built în the geography ofthe individual memory as an imaginary 
museum foreseen by Mallarme. The lacking- body artworks exist în the ideal imaginary museum. The image becomes 
the measure for the memory. As active element it builds and populates the boundary of subconscious as a form of 
mapping the realities of memories, drawing "souls maps" în every directions of place, time and space. 

As a personal conclusion of this symposium, în order to unveil the artistic aspect of Internet, Alpha Channel Lost Frame 
Surfers prepares the first public meeting of browsing sessions at the beginning of the next year. lt will include 
debates and artists' presentations as well as presentations of the artistic web sites, of the most significant art
magazines online and of the web sites close to commercial design domain. 

Alpha Channel Lost Frame Surfers 
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Raluca Velisar 

Could you please add/modify something to the list? (it could be the beginning) 

The majority of the Romanian artists are using the computers for their basic 
functions: communication and storage of old media information. An aestheticisation 
oftechnological functionality and its deployment in artistic contexts is claimed tobe 
not acceptable. Also the criticai and reflective attitude towards the ideologica! or 
epistemologica! potential of technology. On the other hand, particular working 
conditions that have particular aesthetic effects have already started to be used by 
the small community of media practitioners. I just want to identify here some of the 
causes that leaded to the lack (with few notable exceptions) of media art in 
Romania . 

- The lack of media centers publicly oriented, active in comm1ss1oning and 
publishing, incorporating festivals, exhibitions or competitions of electronic art. The 
most frequent excuse for not creating such a place is the lack of money, necessary 
for investing in such expensive tools - digital computer technology which one can be 
sure that in less than four years they will not only be old, but also hopelessly 
obsolete. However it's not necessary to begin with a production establishment and 
ZKM could be a model for initiating a publishing program before the effective 
opening of the center. Especially thinking that we still have to fiii the gap of academic 
studies with references to the ancient, pre-digital creative practices in the Roman ian 
history of art. To those unspecific fields of experimentation, discourse and critique, 
which were aimed at initializing and reworking unexhibited processes, that now feed 
back into other systems We still have to write and to publish studies about the time
based projects ranging from the early analogue to the !atest digital breakthroughs. 
To reestablish the position of some prominent artists and to re-contextualized their 
work; 
- The lack of models could alsa bea cause. We have just a few artists involved in the 
circuit of media festivals and exhibitions. lf we could find them a place in the 
traditionalist/conservative art academies in order to offer the young generations not 
only the artistic-technological basics but also to presen! them their singular, 
irreversible (sometimes) projects exhibited unfortunately exclusively abroad. 
Except them, we have at the moment only some attempts of adapting artistic 
approaches to the new technologies, mast of them falling under the dictatorship of 
the software, regardless of whether the system is used to functionalist or artistic 
ends. Maybe it îs much easier for an "outsider" to "deal" with the new, without being 
so much indoctrinated with the materialistic ideas predicated by aur famous 
"masters"; 
- Or the Romanian artist is still too bounded to the materiality of the object; being 
scared of the immateriality of the new media that force him/her to work with the 
inherent non-specificity and instability of the primary material. With time as a crucial 
constituent factor, with "speed as an indicator of transmission but also of aging" 
(Andreas Broekman). Maybe computer is still considered an uncreative medium 
that uses preconceived tools "not creation but selection". Or 
- lt's still too bounded to the idea of Authorship. The fear not necessarily about the 
possibility of interactivity and the dissolution of the border between artist and 
audience, but also about the tendency of working collectively - artists with 
programmers, with technicians, curators, etc. Fear of the discursive environment 
where it became almost impossible to lay a claim to the property of ideas. Where you 
could become a virtuoso (with a lucky end in the industries of the advertising, 
fashion, software that are still absorbing a lot of energies) or you could loose your 
authenticity by ignoring the possibility of being extremely local in space, but global in 
time with the only condition of being in realtime. 
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dnla Văetişi I Cătălin Berescu 
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III Chocolate? Tangerines? Cola? 
,! What's visual stays visual, that's why you 
..! have your Ph.O. in visual arts. 
c. g I mean „. aah„ . is there any aesthetic 
u discourse left iftechnology interposes? But 
~ why does it interpose? Because it is 

:r: represented by a set of objects which 
O shows oft the technology in a way which 
~ doesn't leave any room for the uninitiated 
;> and which is supported by a new, artificial 

and unnatural language. The scanner, as 
opposed to the precious painting tools, is 
just a serial product and was not created for 
the artist. By using the same scanner one 
can do alteridem.exe, but also ordinary 
tables. Apparently it was the same with 
Eminescu or any generic romantic poet 
whilst he was writing with the same kind of 
feather as any chancellor. But the pen is a 
utensil (as Heidegger says) while the 
scanner, whatever the guys who believe 
the scanner is a pen might say, is part of a 
media. Unless you plug it to a PC it's 
worthless. Every bit&piece of softhardware 
is interconnected. ln the very moment you 
feel this ordinary evidence you understand 
what the digital is. 

These words are empty. Shall we go on? 
Yes, l've remembered something else. 

Dematerialization, as the media theoretician says occasionally, is the loss of the object's 
concreteness by its melting into virtual, or, more subtly, by the interaction, by the deliberate 
mixture of materials/environments with different to contrasting characteristics. Here it seems 
tobe a vague enumeration ofvirtual's data, that is, ofthe nevermaterialized. 
We all feel that the· digital aesthetics implies dematerialization, but this is actually the 
disappearance of objects and actions which have structured so far the existence of the 
creator. 
That is, the paper and the penare no longer around me (because I have the screen) and a 
piece ofthe up to now reality has broken and has been replaced with anotherone. Moreover, 
I no Ion ger need all the elements of the concrete reality in order to make an artistic object. The 
disappearance doesn't concern the physical object (which I can find in my drawer anytime). 
but the need to use it, the gesture, and the relationship between the artist and its traditional 
instrument. 
This also has grades and degrees: from the image transposed from paper to monitor, which 
doesn't even represent dematerialization but just the introduction of a temporal discontinuity, 
to 30. This is the ultimate degree of dematerialization and paradoxically, it all turns back to 
reality because it is something that may/must be shared with others. The image that was only 
in my mind is now visible forthe others, materialized to its first degree. 

This is an oxymoron. And I don't even know forwhom you have to write anymore. 
My computer broke down! I think it's something with the video board! 
The Pixelomaniac Perspective 

The PixeloMan (see picture) is an individual capable to discern pixel by pixel no matter how 
fine the resolution is and also to spot any illegal move from the established offset even with a 
single unit. lt is supposed that he is able to do this not as a consequence of an adaptation to 
the digital media which would certainly presume major anthropological mutations but 
because of his very thick lenses (apud. Prof.px. Sabau). What if this proves to be a real 
adaptation to the environment not just the prosthetic extension observed by our researcher? 
Imagine what an entangled perspective on humanity would such a tact open. 
lffrom a pixelodule perspective "the digital environment is not (only) a new means of artistic 
creation but it also represents the maximum media, as it includes all the other media'', thing 
we entirely agree to, we would go even further and suggest you the pixelomaniac 
perspective or "Intermedia is the massage" which is: not only thatthey have been included for 
quite a long time, but it is ebvious the way in which they're regurgitated. Any object 
photovideotextanimationsound-whatever coming from its own media, being digitized and 
than returned to its own media is profoundly altered by this troubling contact and bears as 
discreetly as it may its marks. 

The distribut(auth)or. [The Distributed Author Gigi & co-digtally friends) 
(Distributor is a word that I /eamt in Arad during my courses with the military firemen and it is 
an aluminium piece with taps and if you stick a thick water hose you can draw aut three 
hoses). 
Who îs the author of a work in which one captures the image, one creates the program, 
another one adds the sound and so on? The one !hat puls !hem all together, the one who 
came up with the word/concept? Do you think so? No, with the distributed author is the same 
as with dematerialization. The information that you take is already marked by the means that 
were used and by the media from which it originates. A creatorworking on his computer îs noi 
an integral author because he shares with Photoshop, Flash, Word etc. his authorship. Eco 
wouldn't have written, says he, "The Name of the Rose", in the same way without using 
cut&paste. This is the lowest degree on the scale of the influence that the new environment 
has upon the author. lt is being proved !hat even în the case of literatu re, which has manners 
and techniques buii! for millenniums, there can appear discrete influences induced by 
functions of new technologies. The author receives, sometimes unconsciously, a co-author 
nex! to him. Therefore, the autoreferential speech, so dear to the contemporary artist, cannot 
be equal anymore to the one of the modern artist (the avant-garde hero) unless it's the case 
of some perfectly innocent individuals. Al the other end, the pressure of the digital 
environment grows and expresses itself by !he inclusion of values shared by a group of 
authors, the filtration of constituted values, and their reutilization. ln the case of the image, 
you take the filter van Gogh or Seurat and you've produced the postimpressionist painting. 
The background of the program includes lots of people and an entire culture, the program 
being actually a media itself. This is how the author is distributed he/she takes over patterns 
which incorporate the products of other people's minds. 

That's sol Everything that I say now, I say from the bottom of my heart! This is something that I 
fee/ organically! 
This is tobe treated with cuticle from chicken gizzards. 
Will you let me sign with you? 

translation livia marin 
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Neil Coltofeanu 

art multimedia I art by multimedia 

ls interactive multimedia just another vehicle for art or can it provide 
more than just transmitting a message ? this question sends us back to 
other topics, much older than the computer age. ln this respect, the 
relation - and the border - between art and entertainment is ranking out. 
One can easily notice that multimedia art products come in some pre
defined shapes: the reign of the CD is now nearly put to an end by the 
ever increasing internet bandwith, whereas multimedia elements in 
works such as performances I installations remains but a marginal 
participation. 

The "big difference" is interactivity. Ranging from false interactivity 
(none at all) in some works - one of the examples in Roman ia is Gaspar 
Csongor's "Interactive Lave Story", a lineup of possibilities presented to 
the viewer - to the extreme case of interfaces like Adobe PhotoshopD 
who present the user with a tuli palette of tools and virtually no pre
defined borders to imagination. 

Recognizing interactivity as the key feature of multimedia art means we 
must look at the content I interface balance in a given work to assess its 
status of "multimedia art". ln this way of thinking, an interface (and 
navigation) system transmitting a message of artistic nature is a key 
feature in a true multimedia art product. Does it always happen ? 
Europrix, the leading multimedia competition in Europe, places the key 
value on content and "added value through multimedia". This reduces 
the importance of the media and leaves the jury with the difficult task of 
assessing CD-ROMs and websites together - an unfair competition 
when it comes to content in terms of quantity. Other competitions have 
less transparent selection criteria, thus being of little help in this inquiry. 

All this adds up to a situation compared by Lev Manovich to the one 
existing at the beginning of the 20th century: there isn't any method of 
knowing what is art and what is not. lt all depends on the author's 
statement and the judgement of time. But now, at the beginning of 
another century, we don't have the luxury of time as judge. 

Neil Coltofeanu _ the 1999 Bucharest labyrinth 
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Interferenţe mediale: performance arta în relaţie cu imaginea digitală 

Revizuirea conceptelor artistice, la început de mileniu, dezvăluie noi 
perspective asupra genurilor şi modalităţilor de expresie. Astfel performance-ul 
s-a constituit ca o modalitate de expresie directă , nemediată exprimînd în mod 
spontan experienţa existenţială sau intelectuală a artistului actînd în faţa unui 
public. Dar după mai bine de cîteva decenii, cînd această formă de expresie şi-a 
epuizat aproape în întregime conţinutul prin reluarea aceloraşi elemente 
plastice, performance arta a intrat într-o nouă etapă prin utilizarea imaginii 
multimedia. în această perioadă , denumită în general post-happening, artistul 
nu mai actează direct ci realizează o acţiune care este înregistrată pe video. 
Începînd cu acest moment vor apărea din ce în ce mai des experimente care 
combină acţiunea propriu-zisă şi imaginea video sau imaginea digitală 

proiectată şi integrată în conţinutul acţiunii. Interesul artiştilor se va îndrepta tot 
mai frecvent spre experimente care deschid o nouă problematică : interferenţa 

mediilor artistice. 
Dacă acest gen de acţiuni mediate prin imagine înregistrată au 

apărut în contextul românesc încă din anii '70, în 2002, în cadrul festivalului de 
performance Zona 4, ele au devenit o preocupare pentru mai mulţi artişti invitaţi. 
Astfel acţiunea şi video instalaţia lui Jozsef Bartha intitulată Adi (după numele 
modelului care a luat parte) a propus o interpretare a corpului uman privit din 
perspectiva rolului său social, situat în mediul muzeal sau al sălii de expoziţie . 

Artistul a urmărit o raportare nemijlocită dintre prezenţa reală, directă şi 

imaginea proiectată pe perete într-o succesiune de proiecţii , ca şi interacţiunea 
dintre ele. Supraveghetoarea de muzeu se afla aşezată pe un scaun alături de o 
inscripţie "Vă rugăm nu atingeţi obiectele expuse !", aflată acolo în locul unui 
tablou . Accentul nu mai este pus pe "opera de artă", nici pe artist, ci pe o serie de 
fapte adiacente evenimentului artistic propriu-zis, cum ar fi supraveghetoarea 
sălii , vizitatorii expoziţiei etc. 

Acelaşi raport dintre realitatea corporală şi proiecţie , pusă în 
evidenţă de acţiunea lui Jozsef Bartha, îl preocupă şi pe Artur Tajber, care 
utilizează o imagine video pe perete ca pe un fel de "expanded cinema", în faţa 
căreia îşi desfăşoară acţiunea intitulată Walk'man. Imaginea proiectată se 
constituie ca un dublu care "anticipează" mişcările artistului sau interferează cu 
acestea producînd o relaţie sofisticată dintre realitatea imediată şi cea virtuală . 
Poate tocmai de aceea acţiunea lui Tajber începe sub genericul Physics versus 
Psyche, fiind marcată de elemente vizuale: masa găurită prin care strecoară un 
bec suspendat de un cablu lung, făina turnată prin acest orificiu, practicat în 
mijlocul m~sei şi care se împrăştie creînd reverberaţii luminoase. 

ln timp ce pe perete apare o imagine-grilă, ea se suprapune peste 
imaginea artistului care duce în braţe un monitor cu aceeaşi proiecţie pe ecran, 
avînd ca fundal sonor un "bruiaj" electronic. Pentru Tajber monitorul TV, 
imaginea video sau proiecţia pe un ecran semnifică timpul însuşi, care îşi 

împleteşte "secventele" într-un tot unitar. 
în final sensul oferit de generic, de opoziţie, se transformă într-o reconciliere 

dintre lumea "fizicului" şi cea a "psihicului". Tajber este un artist care respectă 
convenţiile în performance: masca purtată pe faţă, momentele în care artistul 
rămîne într-o "poză" proiectată pe ecran şi interferîndu-se cu imaginea video de 
pe perete etc. Fidelitatea sa faţă de performance, abordat cu oarecare 
teatralitate, creează o interesantă interacţiune cu modul în care foloseşte noile 
medii, în special imaginea video dar şi sunetul, elaborat într-un fundal s.ofisticat 
din punct de vedere artistic. 

Acţiunea susţinută de Karen Kipphoff în colaborare cu Ştefan 
Bertalan şi intitulată Speech, a avut ca temă comunicarea, dovedită însă ca 
fiind de fapt un subiect mult mai complexă. Artista a început prin a vorbi mai 
multe limbi subliniind ideea că , deşi aparent sensul acţiunii după titlu ar fi 
comunicarea , nu întotdeauna ea se realizează , deoarece uneori vorbitorul nu 
este înţeles corect sau sensul comunicării îi scapă celui care ascultă . în acelaşi 
timp ea a căutat să circumscrie acestei idei şi un alt tip de comunicare, prin 
intermediul imaginii. Cu spatele la public, Karen Kipphoff s-a aşezat în faţa 
camerei de filmat, care transmitea publicului imaginea artistei sau grimasele pe 
care le făcea în dreptul obiectivului aparatului; adiacent s-a derulat pe un 
monitor o animaţie pentru copii care părea să sugereze "construirea" aproape 
fizică a cuvintelor prin aglomerarea de litere şi de silabe. Pe întreg parcursul 
acţiunii Bertalan a citit şi "interpretat" un text sub genericul "Bericht vom 
deutschen Zonenrand - Lebe wild und gefaerlich"„. ("Raport despre zona 
marginală germană - trăieşte sălbatic şi periculos" . .. ), care relata despre unele 
experienţe-limită ale artistei. Cele trei componente ale acestei acţiunii, alcătuite 
din textul relatînd despre o zonă marginală, din gesturile şi mimica artistei, 
aflată cu spatele la public şi a cărei imagine a fost mediată de camera de filmat 
şi din animaţia de pe monitorul TV prezentînd un fragment de desen pentru 
copii, au produs un efect complex asupra publicului. 

Prin interferarea diferitelor media perfromerul caută şi găseşte noi 
soluţii de dezvoltare a imaginii în cîmpul vizual adesea din ce în ce mai sofisticat 
compuse şi concepute. 

ArturTAJBER 

Karen KIPPHOFF 
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EMOTIONAL ARCHITECTURE 

-ON 

ON (the acronym for On Architecture) is meant as leader for a 
larger project about Emotional Architecture, consisting of two 
documentary movies, three video installations and a web site. 
The project is dealing with the reality of dystopian urbanism and 
its implications in the 21st century Europe, as reflected in the 
realities of Bucharest a city positioned conveniently for the 
researcher at the crossing ofthe first, second, and third worlds on 
today's development scale. ON is summing the complex topics 
involved in the project by combining a subjective documentary 
approach with a symbolic narrative component. 

The film is exploring the textual/human/architectural strata of the 
Bucharest cityscape, using as a guiding agent the post-modern 
impersonation of a character from an old Romanian folk tale. Sort 
ofTijl Uilenspiegel, he is carrying a door on his back, transforming 
therefore his body into a migrant architecture that wanders 
endlessly through the city. The character (named Pacala, "the 
one that fools you, the deceiver"), plays the role of a disturbing 
factor (the performer/the buffoon/the homeless shaman), and 
functions as a strange attractor for the voyeuristic inquiries of the 
camera, which has to deal with his presence constantly, while 
constantly scanning the cityscape. 

The content is structured în two intersecting levels: narrative and 
essayistic. The narrative is based on the times old paradigm of 
the initiation journey. ON starts with P. finding himself with a door 
on his back - in the morning rush at Carrefour, a gigantic 
supermarket outside Bucharest. From there he hitch hikes to the 
city în a pick-up truck. He wonders endlessly în the streets. Goes 
into a cafeteria and takes a coffee. Makes a phone call to a 
carpentry workshop. Takes the subway. Goes to the tribunal and 
gets some papers legalised. Passes along the carpentry shop. 
Passes a luxuriant 19-century palace. Always carrying the door. 
Always lost in the magma of a multi- layered reality. The day ends 
at Brico Store, a supermarket for do-it-yourself construction 
supplies, also situated outside the city. ln the dimming sunset light 
our character meets other people carrying doors on their backs, 
all converging towards the main entrance of the shop. They go 
into the doors department, take their load oft, lie down and cover 
themselves with the doors, like with blankets or tombstones. 
Meanwhile a chorus line of cheesy cabaret girls îs putting up an 
act amongst the props available în the shop. 

The essayistic levei îs based on the random capture of 
streetscapes, as delivered în the wanderings of P. , and works on 
the assumption that biology, ideology and media are the main 
ingredients în the chaotic models along which are operated 
mutations în the urban tissue, where changes are mainly about 
the manipulation of concepts and people. The camera captures 
layers of text (shop signs, shop windows, advertisement, political 
posters) and organic matter (people, but also stray dogs, food, 
flowers, garbage) which are building on top of each other just to 
be displaced later by new waves of hype. 

The film îs packaged both as a video installation and as a TV 
standard video clip. 
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The Order ofThings 

Shortly after digital technology had appeared it 
became evident that it can be profitable both 
culturally and economically. As photography in 
the pas!, now digital image-producing was the 
one of which it was expected to change the 
"profile of the world". And indeed, the aspect of 
the world has changed underthe pressure of new 
types of images and image-producing 
technologies. As the appearance of photography 
had brought about noi only new types of 
representation, bui had also resulted social 
changes (I think here of the role of identity card
pictures, the spreading of the black-and-white 
and colour pictures in advertising and 
bookmaking industry), so digital technology 
brought about not only a new "world of images", 
but a different perception, decomposition of the 
world . Vilem Flusser in one of his essays points 
out that in consequence of the extension of digital 
technologies we perceive the world not only as a 
phenomenon any more , that is to say 
philosophically, bui also technically. 
When they have faced it, artists have considered 

· digital technology both a phenomenon and a 
possibility. Some approached it as programmers, 
others as users and also others only as viewers. 
This time I would like to drop a few words about 
that kind of artist who approaches digital 
techonology as a programmer and whose main 
object is to wofk against the program, in the 
flusserian sense. Why is important to 'Work 
against the program? What is the meaning of this 
activity? 
ln Flusser's opinion ii is important because ii 
makes you creativ and free, since the purpose is 
noi to complete the program bui to communicate 
in order to keep your independence and artistic 
creativity. So what is important for software
artists, ii is noi to execute as many operations 
(works) as possible by the help of a ready 
program and in this way to raise interest 
regarding the new ty.pes of images, bui rather to 
take a stand against those ideologies !hat have 
apeared under the influence of new 
technologies. Owing to this software-artists have 
many works !hat build on an already existing 
program in such a way to cause disfunctionality 
in the system or in the logic ofthe system. 

An example of this attitude is the work of the Swiss LAN (Local Area Network) group, 
entitled Tracenoizer. This is a software !hat resembles the search- programmes oflhe net, 
bui what we obtain is noi "information" about !he searched person ii is "dis.information". 
The power of !he work consists in !hat propagates hiding away in a society where 
everybody tries to "sell" himself and to "spread about" information about himself. Joan 
Leander's work entitled retroYou r/c is builton a car race-computergame and through this 
on the whole computerized game industry, which is one of those branches where digital 
technology mingles with artistic creativity for economic causes. All the artist has done is 
!hat he has rewritten the already existing game-programm in such a way !hat after a while 
the control slips out of the user's hand. So while he plays, in a certain moment the car 
suddenly runs oul of the motorway, the menu li nes slide on each other and the composed 
unity of the interface breaks up in this way the game can not be continued. Meanwhile 
marvellous half-abstract images are generated. The program, which a few minutes earlier 
imitated !he real world, becomes revealed and ii tu rns oul to be a mere program. The 
Jodies' object is to damage every e-mail. ln faci they do not alterthe message ofthe mail, 
they only rewrite its content in another system of signs and thus they send it on. But by this 
means they reveal its digital structure and points out that it functions as a code. 

So with the spreading of digital media we can expect a new kind of sensibility, a different 
mode of thinking and perception, and a more complex consciousness. We will perceive 
the world of images and the real world a little differently. As our perception and visual 
consciousness have changed since the appearance of photography, so they will change 
in consequence of the digital revolution . Arts and sciences and many other things wifi go 
through new stages of evolution. This is the order of th ings. 

Protect Your Databody 
Clone it ! 
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Alexandru Antik I Dragoş Ştefan 

O tehnologie considerată high-tech într-o perioadă sau alta, a 
necesitat întotdeauna un timp de acomodare, doar că acum 
aceasta este foarte scurtă, şi poate capata o dimensiune 
artistică atunci cînd nu mai este doar o sculă în mina şi mintea 
artistului, ci e în stare să genereze o viziune specifică sieşi, nu 
o copie a priveliştei ; abia atunci putem vorbi de apariţia unui 
stil specific şi a unui limbaj cu o dimensiune interiorizată a 
imaginii digitale. 

alteridem.exe_symposium 
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x indru Patatics 

INTERVIU ARHITEXT I întrebări: alina şerban I răspunsuri: alexandru patatics 
Se poate vorbi in Romania despre existenta unor nuclee de arta media care au 

1patat un anumit statut, o anumita coerenta conceptuala in contextul artistic 
ntemporan? 

AP: Depinde ce inteles atribuim expresiei „."nuclee de arta media~. Ne referim la 
dlvidualitati, la situatii punctuale sau la forme organizatorice care pot promova 

programe orientate in acest sens ? Evident, nu avem in Romania un ZKM*, 
Ar&Electronica*, ICC* etc. si acest lucru e catalogat dupa parerea mea, cu 
uperficialitate ca fiind neadecvat din punct de vedere al costurilor echipamentelor, 

punind sub semnul echivalentei substratul tehnologic cu insusi continutul artistic a 
ceea ce denumim conventional "arta media". Revenind la subiectul intrebarii din 
aceasta perspectiva, daca spunem ca nu exista la noi "nuclee de arta media, cu statut 
el coerenta conceptuala" putem spune de fapt ca ele lipsesc din arta vizuala 
romaneasca in general in momentul actual. .. o afirmatie extrem de grava si discutabila 
ln acelasi timp ... Ceea ce exista in spatiul romanesc sub forma unor ·nuclee" carora le 
putem atribui statut organizatoric si un anumit grad de coerenta conceptuala sini in 
general actiuni limitate de anumite oportunitati, izolate si total dependente de programe 
de finantare, fiind incapabile de a asigura o strategie sau politica culturala adecvata in 

cest domeniu. Nu as vrea sa fiu gresii inteles, nu este vina acelora care dispun de 
aceste programe de finantare, pentru ca ele nu sint abilitate a construi politica culturala 
a unei tari , intr-un anumit domeniu .. . iar daca acest domeniu este tasat in voia sortii, nu 
nseamna ca el nu va produce nimic in acest sens ci ca se va manifesta pe o traiectorie 
I atorie, dezorientata, cu manifestari izolate si putin semnificative in ceea ce priveste 

Impactul acestora in afara tarii. 
Nu este intimplator faptul ca nu avem pe plan intemational nici o actiune majora, 

noscuta care sa fi fost produsa in urma unui program mediat de aceste "nuclee" 
I• pre care vorbim, ele nu au fost create sinu sint sustinute in acest scop. Iar in ceea 

prlveste succesul sau insuccesul unor participari romanesti la expuneri 
mationale importante, ele se datoreaza aproape in exclusivitate individualitatilor 

• 1 tlce care sini implicate in actiunea respectiva, fara ca acestea sa beneficieze de un 
uport adecvat (programatic, institutional, managerial , financiar etc.) Pentru a corecta 

sta situatie, chiar Ministerul Culturii ar trebui sa dezvolte un concept, un program, 
r putea orienta strategic aceste ·nuclee" existente sau incipiente pe o directie 
, ln care finantarea unor actiuni program ar putea aduce maximum de beneficii 

Inii culturale a Romaniei, integrate in contextul actual artistic international. 

Nolle medii pun sub semnul intrebarii functionalitatea si eficienta vechilor politici 
1llonale. ln ce fel se instituie la noi politica media? (Apare izolata doar in contextul 
expozitii sau devine un instrument de lucru permanent al comunitatii artistice?) · 

Nu exista in viziunea mea "arta (traditionala)" si "arta media" ci doar ARTA 
hz ta cu diferite mijloace, pe diferite suporturi, in diferite spatii , in formule 

ptuale extrem de variate, adaptate sau nu unui context general sau local. "Arta 
• nu este un nou gen artistic exclusiv legat de un suport tehnologic ci ea tine mai 

111 de evolutia naturala si globala a conceptului artistic in sine. Pentru a da doar un 
mplu ln privinta conventionalitatii acestui termen (arta media), voi spune ca nu 

·muzica media" sau "film media" desi ambele categorii folosesc azi un maxim 
t hnologic in privinta obtinerii obiectului si continutului artistic. De asemenea, nu 

exista "politici culturale traditionale" si "politica media" politica culturala este 
lngura - insa pot exista strategii diferite in aplicarea ei, adecvate sau nu scopurilor 

Iru care aceasta este conceputa. ln ceea ce priveste artistul care apeleaza sau nu 
Jloace ·media" sau se exprima prin intermediul acestora; pe un suport tehnologic 
1 sau chiar in "spatiul virtual" aceasta optiune/alegere trebuie sa tina de 

ptul sau artistic si de abilitatile sale, nu de mediul formal in sine. Dealtfel, daca 
li cineva "face pictura" nu inseamna ca va fi din start discreditat pentru mijloacele 

le foloseste in exprimarea continutului artistic, insa felul in care o face ar trebui 
na ceva inedit despre insusi conceptul de a "picta" in contextul actual. Chiar si 

pnvlm lucrurile dintr-o perspectiva istorica putem spune ca toti cei care au "pictat" 
ecum si s-au remarcat prin aceasta, au reusit acest lucru la timpul lor ... Un lucru 

• tl I, care a depins si depinde si in continuare de personalitatea si conceptia 
a "operei" sinu de suportul sau mijloacele (tehnice) folosite pentru realizarea 

l la. 

Unde se poate plasa artistul media venit din zona est-europeana ? Poate puteti 
nta acest lucru pornind de la experienta dumneavoastra de artist media 

ndpant la unele din cele mai importante manifestari actuale. Ma refer la existenta 
umil nume paradox :privit din prisma mediului in care opereaza, artistul est-european 

paseste opozitia centru/periferie, insa privit prin raport cu noile politici europene 
(Integrare etc) el ramane totusi atasat periferiei. 

AP: Artistul (in general nu numai "artistul media") care apartine ca origine zonei est
europene se situeaza aici intr-o zona culturala influentata de anumite particularitati 
IOCio-politice specifice. Specificitatea acestei zone de provenienta poate fi catalogata 
ln anumite limite ca o constanta pe care nu ma hazardez sa o descriu sau sa o analizez 
mal profund in acest moment, insa ea determina in mare masura traiectoria artistica 
Individuala nu atit~·n p ·vinta conceptului artistic cit din punct de vedere al situatiei 
p rtlculare cu care confrunta fiecare dintre noi. Nu exista o formula unica care 

lgura rezolvare cestei ecuatii si prin urmare nu exista un rezultat unic care sa ne 
ltueze in "centru" sau in "periferie". 

4 Ce llpseste la ora actuala zonei media din Romania : o elita profesionala, idei, 
loace tehnice de ultima ora etc. ? 

Ceea ce cred ca ne lipseste si acest lucru pare a fi mai mult sau mai putin 
r lizat in cadrul est-european este suportul care poate fi oferit artistului prin 

tvoltare institutionala, management artistic, strategie culturala adecvata, piata de 
, curatoriat, programe, informare, inter-comunicare, dezbatere etc. lipsesc 

"mijloacele operative" care ar putea defini o structura valorica valabila nu numai in contextul 
local ci si pentru cel international. Daca artistul est-european emigreaza, probabil ca o face in 
primul rind in vederea obtinerii acestui tip de suport si nu pentru a se plasa mai bine in raportul 
"centru/periferie" din cadrul scenei de arta ... de fapt insasi sansele lui in aceasta privinta vor fi 
drastic diminuate, in acest caz. 

5. Modul de gandire intermediai nu are o traditie propriu-zisa in Romania, insa tendinta globala 
de tehnologizare ne-a atins si pe noi. Se pot deslusi existenta unor modele media ce incep sa 
functioneze si in arta romanesca ? Un model extrem de coerent este FORMAT ce lanseaza 
ideea comunicarii prin noile medii (internet) .si a alcatuirii unei comunitati virtuale. Cum se 
explica succesul/insuccesul acestor modele? 

AP: FORMAT este o institutie creata de mine o fundatie non-profit dedicata sustinerii unor 
programe si/sau evenimente artistice diverse, specific, insa nu exclusiv ·mediatice". O prima 
realizare a acestei fundatii a fost infiintarea unui "mailinglist" cu suportul tehnic acordat de 
grupul de liste europene "nettime" (www.nettime.org/nettime-ro). lista, reprezentind un canal 
deschis de comunicare interactiva, functioneaza prin simpla abonare cu o adresa e-mail. Cred 
ca aceasta lista a reusit la un moment dat sa alcatuiasca substratul unei "comunitati virtuale". 
Primul an de functionare a acesteia a generat o arhiva care a fost "filtrata" ulterior pentru a fi 
transpusa prin aparitia unei carii - "nettime-ro/text book". La ora actuala pe aceasta lista sint 
inscrise in jur de 430 de adrese; anunturile inunda lista ceea ce dovedeste utilitatea ei - insa in 
opinia mea, nici cantitatea si nici calitatea dezbaterilor nu o echivaleaza pe cea din primul an 
de functionare "nettime-ro". Este adevarat, in acel timp implicarea mea a fost decisiva, atit ca 
moderator al listei cit si ca principal "abonat" activ, dipus oricind a incepe sau a raspunde la 
provocarile care vizau subiectele de interes ale ·comunitatii". Acum insa, ea a devenit o lista de 
anunturi si invitatii, pentru ca asa cum am declarat la inceputul ei ea nu este lista mea 
personala, ci doar un canal care se va putea modela in functie de necesitatile acelei 
"comunitati" pe care o cuprinde la un moment dat. 

6. Ce nevoie avem de proiectele contextualizate? Redefinesc ele publicul, sunt o alternativa 
de intergrare a artistului media, de detasare de anumite mitologizari prezente? Cum a fost 
gandit din acest punct de vedere proiectul Context prezentat cu ocazia Bienalei de Arta din 
Venetia? 

AP: Proiectul CONTEXT a pornit pur conceptual de la o idee integratoare si reprezentativa 
pentru scena de arta romaneasca. Este vorba in primul rind de un proiect curatorial dealtfel 
Ministerul Culturii a lansat in acea perioada un concurs de proiecte curatoriale la care am 
participat in aceasta calitate si nu ca artist. Din pacate juriul nu s-a putut decide asupra unui 
singur proiect curatorial exclusiv conceptual si a mai selectat unul de tip clasic, bazat pe relatia 
"traditionala" - curatorartist. ln proiectul CONTEXT "artistul expus" urma sa fie o entitate 
denumita ·context-network" adica un grup de artisti, al caror aport individual avea sa ramina 
distinctiv in urma colaborarii pentru realizarea lucrarii finale integratoare. Nu este vorba de o 
lucrare de grup, ci una de concept in demers - in care se sondeaza posibilitatile de expunere 
pe un "out-put" comun, divizat in secvente de timp sinu de spatiu , transpus; influenta!; raportat 
prin prisma aceluiasi "context" - privit ca suma tuturor determinarilor marcate de evenimentul 
artistic in sine. ln plus, avind in vedere ca bienala este un eveniment de anvergura, care urma a 
se desfasura pe o perioada de 6 luni, conceptul curatorial includea si posibilitatea de 
interactiune ulterioara a artistilor participanti asupra materialului expus, chiar de la distanta, 
prin retea. Pe de alta parte, proiectul in sine nu se limita la un unic spatiu cel al 
pavilionului ci includea si spatiul de retea (www.context.ro) precum si cel al catalogului , fiecare 
cu caracteristicile sale particulare. CONTEXT putea redefini astfel capacitatea de receptare a 
publicului pus in situatia unei perceptii posibil partiale si in schimbare a continutului artistic. La 
fel, proiectul putea redefini si artistul, pus in situatia de a genera continui multiplu si dinamic, 
pentru diferite medii, in cadrul aceluiasi eveniment artistic. Pentru acest proiect "noile medii" 
nu ofera un simplu suport pentru a transpune ceva deja existent intr-un alt spatiu (tehno
virtual) ci un laborator investigativ al relatiei artist-eveniment artistic-public, in contextul actual. 

7. Care ar fi capcana acestui apetit pentru virtualitate, futurologie in contextul artei? (Arta se 
va transforma in stiinta ?) 

AP: Raspunsul la aceasta intrebare poate suna oarecum filosofie ... de parca nu am putea 
intelege inca diferentele intre arta si stiinta ... acum si in general. .. Stiinta incerca sa impace 
intelectul cu natura insasi, tinzind a elimina total subiectivitatea in timp ce arta se adreseaza 
total subiectivitatii chiar si in daca pentru realizarea acestui lucru se foloseste de intelect. Prin 
urmare eu nu vad nici un fel de "capcana" in care arta sau stiinta ar putea cadea vreodata 
pentru a se anhila reciproc ... daca acesta ar putea fi "substratul" intrebarii. 

ZKM* - Zentrum fur Kunst und Medientechnologie I Karlsruhe I Germania I www.zkm.de 
ArsElectronica* -Ars Electronica Center / linz I Austria I www.aec.at 
ICC* - NTT lnterCommunication Center I Tokyo I Japonia I www.ntticc.or.jp 

Alexandru Patatics căsa 2 
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Irina Cios 

o 

PERFORMING PLACES - some intentions of a project coming to life 

ln most cases, site-specific projects consist of interventions in existing places. 
"Performing Places" invites more types of approach, their common denominator 
being the expression in virtual space, potentially followed by expression in real 
space. Choosin.g a place built, deteriorated, or from which buildings have 
disappeared -. generating a virtual "place" which reconfigures elements of the 
physical space, or generating a space that is autonomous from the physical space 
but whose relation to the area is conceptually legitimate all these are possible 
starting points for the project. The means of expression can come from the 
aforementioned creative fields, provided that they cohere into a unitary multimedia 
approach. 
ln British and international multimedia art, we can trace numerous examples of 
similar projects. Artists express their involvement with interactive virtual experience 
in solutions that range from two- or three-dimensional representation, confined to 
the limits of the screen, to responsive environments, providing an experience in 
which the space of the installation reacts to the presence of the viewer-actor, and to 
virtual reality, in which everything is projected on the inside. 
One of the challenges posed by "Performing Places" is the work in multi-/ cross
disciplinary teams. The starting point in this endeavor will be the "place". the old-new 
urban fragment circumscribed by the streets mentioned above. A few elements can 
serve to define the content: 
-the history of the place (distant orvery recent) 
- already existent cultural and artistic strata 
- social specificity 
- architectural specificity 
- the place held by this area in collective mentality 
- the variation between day and night in the life of the area 
- the relation between the private and the public sphere 
- the relation between individual and institutions 
- the relation with the memory of the place, its different ages 
- the mysteries of the neighborhood 
- religious life 
- politica! life 
-second-hand life (second-hand and antique shops) 
- archeology 
-garbage 
- the present 
The relation chosen by each artist with these or ofher elements !hat define the space 
can be positive or negative, it can emphasize certain traits, willfully ignore them, 
negate them or compete with them. The discourse can constructive or destructive, it 
can be earnest, scientific, orcan playful, ironica!, provocative and shocking. 
The prerequisites are the innovative, cross-disciplinary approach, as well as the 
coherent motivation of the relationship between project and place, both on the 
formal levei of representation and on the levei of content. 
One example of involvement with urban issues is the project lnterviewing the City of 
the group subREAL. The project is structured on three directions: 1. Framing the 
City, cropping frames from the urban (architectural, natural, industrial, etc.) 
landscape, 2. lnterviewing the City, wliich consisted of dialogues with statues, and 3. 
Serving Art, which juxtaposed and confronted the actors of the cultural life and the 
artistic objects that represent them. The aim of the project was to extract and 
interpret certain elements from the life ofthe city, which thus acquired new identities. 
Another relevant practice is that of Simone Decker, an artist from Luxembourg. She 
places on the streets of Venice giant, brightly colored chewing gum bubbles, which 
thus gain a paradoxical status, of monument or oversized refuse. By contrast, the 
backdrop ofVenice becomes more expressive and friendly. 
The Dutch artist Jerooen Kojmans films the smoke coming out of an industrial 
furnace and plays the sequence in reverse, or populates a space by projecting an 
image in the direction of a street, which becomes visible thanks to passing cars and 
dancing characters. 

This project launches big expectations. lt has been initiated by British Council 
Romania in partnership with the lnternational Centre for Contemporary Arts, the 
MultiArtDance Centre, the Toaca Foundation, the Ion Mincu University of 
Architecture and Urban Plan ning and the Order of Roman ian Architects 

lt is aimed at redefining the area (spatia! and visual restructuring), re-mapping, filling 
up the space/ emptying ii out, play upon form or content (symbolic, historical, 
connotative, etc.). The project will bring together students and young professionals 
from the fields of architecture, visual and performing arts interested in exploring the 
historic center of Bucharest from different perspectives as well as in ways and 
means of rehabilitating and reviving the area. (more information soon on 
www.britishcouncil.ro) 

Translated into English by Mihnea Mirean 

alteridero.exe_ symposium 

subREAL _ Framing the City 
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GALERIA MULTIMEDIA ARAD 

Denumire: 
Localizare: Casa Hirschl, Arad 
Spaţiu: birouri, expunere, depozit - arhivă, rezidenţă - atelier 
Administratie: Funcţii de conducere/decizie: prin concurs (obligativitatea 
prezentării unui program), mandate de 3 ani; alte funcţii: prin contracte pe 
perioade determinate 
Direct9r managerial + board (membri permanenţi , membri pt. perioade 
determinate) 
Curator expoziţii şi programe 
Custode - arhivar 
Tehnician 
Contabil 
Dotare tehnica: computere, cameră digitala, video/DVD proiectoare si 
playere, aparatură de montaj 

Profil: 
Multimedia cu focus pe noile media: foto, video, C-print, cd-rom, Internet 

Program 
Obiective: 
Promovarea "noii vizualităţi" , a unei noi culturi a imaginii - definite in relaţie 
cu noile media, stategiile mediatice, politicile reprezentării 
Sprijinirea creaţiei de artă media în România 
Difuzare de informaţii referitoare la noi apariţii, evenimente, tendinţe în 
domeniul mediatic 
Promovarea schimburilor culturale internaţionale 

Nivele: 
Colecţie de artă media: video, digital, web; colecţie consultabilă şi 

expozabilă 

Producere de artă media: sistem de rezidenţe artistice+ atelier 
Expoziţii tematice (printre care şi concurs curatorial) şi de autor 
Workshopuri (legate de rezidenţe) 
Simpozioane, prelegeri (legate de expoziţii, colecţie) 

PR: 
Cerc de prieteni, susţinători ai galeriei 
Reţea de persoane de contact din şcoli , instituţii de invăţămînt superior 
(local mai ales, dar şi din oraşele invecinate, academiile de artă din ţară şi 
din străinătate) 
Contacte externe (C3 şi Departamentul Intermedia de la Academia de Arta 
Budapesta, Centrul de Artă Media din Novi Sad, Montevideo Time Based 
Arts Amsterdam, hartware projekte Dortmund, Medienquartier 21 şi 

Medienkunstarchiv Viena, KHM Koln etc.) 
Colaborare cu TV locală la nivelul unor apariţii regulate (ex. program serial 
asigurat de galerie) 
Proiecte în spaţiul public 
Programe informative, educaţionale 
Publicaţie periodică (gen newsletter) 
Website 

Propuneri concrete pentru 2003/2004: 
Expoziţie inaugurală de artă media cu artişti din România şi din Europa 
Centrală 

Expoziţie Kinema lkon 
Expoziţii de autor 
Workshop cu elevii Liceului de Artă din Arad şi studenţi de la Academia de 
Artă din Timişoara 
Serie de prelegeri 
Concurs curatorial pentru programul din 2004 
Concurs de proiecte de artişti pentru rezidenţe 2004; 
invitaţii de rezidenţe pe 2004 
Comisionare lucrări pe 2004 - 2005 
Program general pentru 2004 - 2005 
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k1nema ikon 

··········~~···••••••••lllli~-..--kinema ikon, atelier multimedia at the Art Museum Arad has 
undergone three different stages: experimental film (1970-1989), 

• 

video-art (1990-1993) and, from 1994 on, exclusively hypermedia 
works as interactive installations, on cd-rom, and as net.art. both 
individual works and the three group works - Opera Prima, 
Commedia def Multimedia and alteridem.exe - are stylistically 
characterized by experimental, eclectic and playful expression 
forms. !he resulting works are sensible objects, having an aspect of 
digital chimera, set in a non-linear fictional discourse, allowing 
multiple possibilities to the user's interactive approach. 
the group publishes periodically the INTERMEDIA magazine. a 
theoretical dimension of its members' interes! in this new medium of 
artistic creation . 
members of the group: George Sabau , multimedia theorist; calin 
man. media artist; Alin Gherman, programmer; Judit Angel , art critic, 
curator; Peter Hugel. archaeologist; Caius Grozav, programmer; 
Romulus Bucur, poet; Roxana Chereches, philologist; Ioan Ciorba, 
scund engineer; Liliana Trandabur, philologist; Andreea Bencsik, 
designer: Paul George Badea, programmer; Adrian Sandu, visual 
artist. 

exhibitions 
2003 Workinprogressmuseummedialab (The National Museum of 

Contemporary Art Bucharest) 
2002 alteridem.exe exhibition (Art Museum Arad) 
2000 ISEA 2000 revelation (Paris): 

Forum des lmages I Conference> George Sa bau: WhatAre 
Young Pixels Dreaming Of? 
Forum des lmages/ Bookmark> calin man: Esoth Eric 

1999 ICCA (Bucharest) 
1998 ISEA revolution (Liverpool) 

VIPER (Lucerne) 
1997 EMAF (Osnabruck, Germany) 

OSTranenie (Bauhaus Dessau Berlin, Germany) 
1996 Complexul Muzeal (Art Museum Arad) 

Experiment 60-90 (S.C.C.A. Artexpo Bucharest) 
1995 MEdiA CULPA (S.C.C.A. Bucharest) 

Retrospect Kinema lkon (Centre Georges Pompidou Paris) 
1994 01010101 Exhibition (S.C.C.A. Bucharest) 
1993 Ex Oriente Lux (Seros Center for Contemporary Art Bucharest) 
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!A SAFARIKON . setup " ~ 

Setup Wizard is now preparing to guide you through the installing process. 
Please wait! 

!:: SAFARIKON . setup 

A problem occu rred whi le in itializin g UCM. 
Click 'Ne ' ontinue . 
Clic el' to se e w hat happe ns. 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 

0:00 
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